
Welcome to the 
Dreamtime Festival

Where our ever expanding community practices freedom of expression 
in an environment of sharing, creativity and participation.  Join us as 

we dynamically blend arts, education and celebration to create a 
powerful opportunity for positive social change.  From musical 

performances and workshops to costume exhibitions, theme camps, and 
art installations, Dreamtime offers participants an opportunity to 

explore new ideas, learn about transforming themselves and the world 
around them, and to carry this learning back into their lives.

While spontaneous events and performance are highly 
encouraged at Dreamtime, this program presents a guide 

for the scheduled activities and events.
 Be sure to check in at the info booth for updates.

This guide is ordered by time:  AM, PM, and Way Late

Type of activity is designated by these symbols:

X = workshop  T = music

o= performance/event  L = ceremony/ritual

Music and performances will be held on the Main Stage  
(M), Soul Mate Bar (SM), eLucid Stage (E), and throughout 
the theme camps.  Workshops will primarily be held at five 
locations: Oracle Tipi (O), Soaring Angel (A), Spirit Basin 
(SB), Inner Peace (P) & Medicine Weaver  (W).  Some 
workshops are also being hosted by theme camps.

Please refer to the map and key for location of events.



Announcing the debut of the 

 Soul Mate¢ bar And Lounge
Hours:  7 am  4 am

We have this vision that we'd like to spread.  Instead of getting 
wired on caffeine, drugs, alcohol, and sugar, why not challenge 
the norm and offer the body healthy substances that serve to 

keep you euphoric, present, alert for workshops, and partying all 
night long - without the side effects?  We've put together some 

awesome tonic drinks this year that will keep you ON all weekend.  
It’s part of our fundraiser effort, and all proceeds go to support 
the Dreamtime non-profit organization.  This year we will have:

 
Guayaki Mate' Lattes (Soy and Dairy) Iced and Hot

Guayaki Iced Mate' sweetened with Madhava Agave nectar
High Country Kombucha Cultured Tea offering a gentle buzz

Endangered Species chocolate 
Faerie Elixir Bliss Hour!

The mate bar has evolved into one of our main festival attractions, set in a 
whimsical tent and equipped with a stage where we will host live music 

everyday. (See schedule for times.) Also check out the organized Open Mic 
from 3pm - 4:30 and enjoy our "Faerie Elixir Bliss Hour” where you can 
sip upon sacred elixirs created by some of Dreamtime's own faeries (served 

in limited edition Dreamtime shotglasses!)  

Stop by the "Soul Mate Bar and Lounge" for a cold drink, a good 
reason to dance, and perhaps, if you're lucky, you might just meet 

your soul mate!!

DreamtimeT-shirts,
Water Bottles, and 

ICE will be available!



Green Expo and Bazaar
This year we are proud to announce the Green Expo and Bazaar at 

Dreamtime, featuring sustainable and ethical businesses and 
organizations, and artisan crafts. Vending is limited to this spot by 

registered booths only.

This year's registered booths include:

Dreamtime Ecovillage: Come find out more about the launch of the 
Ecovillage project - gathering community around the values of 
sustainability, health, personal growth, and creativity. Fill out a 
member application to get on the waiting list.

Inner Oculus: Visionary art, original paintings and high quality prints.

Ethereal Elements: Selling hand-made galactic and organic 
garments for women and men.

Safe Wireless Initiative: Products to strengthen your body's key 
energetic systems. 

I AM N R G Clothing Inc.: I AM N R G Clothing will be selling shirts 
with positive message and affirmations. 

Liquid Fire Mantra: Liquid Fire Mantra original designs are magically 
inspired jewelry, created through their intimate experience involved in 

prayformance arts.

Consciousness Tribe: Selling t-shirts, bags and aromatherapy.

Colorado Environmental Coalition: Working to protect Colorado's 
environment by education and mobilizing citizens.

Advanced Palmistry: Craft products for spiritual facilitation , made 
of all natural materials.

Mystic Wolf Press, Inc: Mystic Wolf Press will be selling meditation 
cds and accessories.

Love Child Medicine: Fair traded or ecologically harvested products.

Green Power Co.: Paul Black will be displaying important 
information dealing with green power.

Elemental Technology: Selling chameleon clothes - a super 
multi functional garment of the future 

FOOD BOOTHS:
Sol Food: Sol Food will be selling organic vegetarian health food 

served fresh and with lots of love and happiness. 

Earth Café: Organic vegetarian cuisine with an Indian flare. 

h



eLucid Dreams

Village

A multi-faceted village offering the path of the electronic 

shamanic journey as well as:

Hookah Lounge:  Smoke sacred sweetened flavored 

tobacco with a Turkish water pipe.  Sit in a circle

and make new friends.  Smile a lot.  Welcome home!

 Demonstrations provided upon request.

Temple of Life:  A place of worship for the divinity of all life, 

where all things are sacred, where we can create and 

learn the ancient wisdoms of the past and the blessings of 

the future.

eLucid Dreams Village is a collaborative musical and multi-

sensory creation from the hearts/minds/spirits of Family 

Productions, Promusement and Buddha Bomb. DJs and 

Live P.A. Artists including members of Lunar Fire, LYNX, 

Buddha Bomb, Mikey Fisher, Raja Ananda and others will be 

presenting refined electronic musical and performance 

arts throughout the festival. 





Art Installations

Flaming Lotuses (FL)
3-4' wide lotuses cut out of thick sheet metal, complex multiple layers of 
graceful petals curving inward and upward to reduce sharp surfaces present or 
exposed and create amazing interleaving patterns. Anchored 6' above the 
ground on rebar pedestals (and staked), the middle of these flowers will light 
aflame using LPG. ??The unfolding lotus embodies the endless Ocean of 
Creation. The resplendent and fiery sun god Ra rises from the blue lotus, the 
abyss of the chaos. 

Silent Journey  The Labyrinth  (SJ)
Dreamers are encouraged to walk the "silent journey" of the labyrinth, or come 
and watch someone else walk to the center of their soul, as extra space is 
provided around the circumference for observance.  Smaller glowing pebbles 
are intertwined with large river rocks to make the labyrinth glow at night.  You 
are welcome to take one of the smaller pebbles with you!

Dreamcatcher/Suncatcher (DS)
A day and evening piece to be utilized by all.  By day it is a suncatcher and the pivot is key for views as you 
can tilt to capture the sunlight through the image on the glass.  At night the piece is illuminated also to create 
a rainbow just like prisms but better!

Skamyany Buddha (B)
A 5 ft. tall gold and bronze figure of the original Buddha, hand made by his 
descendants, the skamyany tribe, in Nepal.  Please be respectful of the 
Buddha's space and do not touch.  Stand back, admire and soak up the 
sacredness or take a moment to meditate with him in lotus. 

Emerald Portal Outline (E) 
The Emerald Portal Outline incorporates sacred geometry to facilitate a shift 
to heart consciousness and the awakening and alignment of the Emerald within 
each heart chakra to the Emerald surrounding the Earth and the Universal 
Emerald.



Theme Camps

BH : Boom Hollow (BH) The sound of the didgeridoo is the voice of creation, the sound 
of the Rainbow Serpent sliding through the earth.  Boom Hollow is a place of 
healing, dreams, stories, and a doorway to another world.  Come join us under 
the shade of a tipi and listen to the spirit shifting sounds of the didgeridoo.

C : The Chlorophyll Collective (C)  Come visit and learn about the Single Cell Solution!  
Discussions and information on algae farming and potential eco-solutions using 
algae.  Learn about the possibilities for using combined technologies to clean up 
mankind's air and water pollution while you gaze upon a bank of bubbling 
photobioreactors, photosynthesizing in the sunlight.

CC : Cuddle Canopy (CC)  A place to relax and socialize.  Give yourself and all your new 
friends the love that they deserve!

CM : Culture Magic (CM) Culture Magic is the art of changing culture at will.  This 
workshop presents "intentional community" as the method for creating the 
culture of our choosing.  The presentations are on various aspects of the theory, 
values, history and contemporary designs of counter-cultural social movements 
such as ecovillages, cohousing, community land trusts, collectives, and communal 
societies; spiritual and secular.  New for 2007 is "Intentioneering the Future with 
Lifestyles of Gifting and Sharing.”

EC : The Empowerment Channel (EC) Learn about urban shamanism, alternative 
energy/building and empowered healing arts. Check the schedule for times!

EP : Earth Peace Systems (EP)  Earth Peace Systems is hosting a Sustainability Library, 
complete with free literature.  Come enjoy the ambiance, relax & read, ask 
questions & take notes, and enjoy the comforts of our renewable energy powered 
tent!

G: Gnostica:(G) A zone of epistemological exploration and inquiry. From the esoteric 
to the mundane, come discuss the very nature of knowledge. Hosted by JJ & 
Bodhi

GG : Goddess Grove Lounge (GG) Come to the Goddess Grove Sancuary to cool off in the 
Sacred pool and relax with old and new friends.  Share food and fun!

K :  Kids camp (K) We will run Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 9am-3pm.
This camp is for people with kids and where kids can be people. Toys, crafts, 
instruments galore! Parents may come and camp here if you want to be near 
other families.  Children must be attended by a guardian at all times, and we 
ask that parents join in on the activities.  We don't babysit! Feel free to 
spontaneously offer activities and playshops and check the message board for 
offerings such as music making, story telling and creative exploration of the 
natural environment.

MM : Magical Mystical Muse (MM) The muse is a safe and expressive exploratory space to 
come together through the arts of the muse to share, be witnessed and to learn 
the possibilities of holding space for each other while deep in our own 
expressions.



P : Purple Lotus Serenity Space (P) A relaxing, serene space in the shade.  Center at the 

masculine or feminine altar, do a bit of divination, get refreshed with herbal 
mists and listen to meditative music.  Tiricai will be offering Kundalini yoga 
every morning at 10:30.  A beautiful, magical way to start the day.  

PL : Playland (PL) A place to play.  Games and fun stuff abound.  Join a game, hang 

out, relax and make a friend! 

RT : Red Tent (RT) A sanctuary and connection center for women.  This camp 

honors the feminine essence and the dream of healing and cultivating woman's 
culture as a means of adding healing to our world.  Held by a collective of 
women  you are invited to join us; to step into the intuitive flow of giving and 
receiving with an invitation to our scheduled offerings or stop by to use this 
space to nourish and center yourself! 

S  : Serenity Healing Camp (S) Offers massage, reiki, chiropractic and other modalities of 

physical and energetic healing.  Serenity's intention is to facilitate and model a 
world in which wellness of body, mind and spirit are linked and honored.  Offers 
workshops and educational demonstrations.  Always a peaceful and welcoming 
place.  

SC : Solar Cooking (SC) This camp will have food cooked by solar energy, as well as 

information and demonstration on solar cooking.  Come by with your own food 
to cook in the extra cookers or bring your own cooker to share.  Stop by in the 
daylight hours and see what cooking with the sun is all about.

TG : Talking Gourds (TG) Bringing the sacred neo-Beat practice of bardic poetry 

performance to Dreamtime.  Combines spoken word, deep ecology, poetry 
performance, and talking gourd circles. Bring your writings and readings and 
share the gourd in the bardic tradition as we sit in circle.

V: Volunteer Village (V) A space specially reserved for our rock star volunteer crew. 

Come and connect with your fellow crew. 

Y: The Yoga Yurt (Y) Open yoga practice with two certified yoga instructors. 8:30 - 

10:30 am every morning, Iyengar and Ashtanga style.

Mandala Heart Center (H) :  The Heart Center of the Dreamtime.
A mandala community altar serving as the grounding cord for our journey 
through the Dreamtime.  Come add your visions, prayers, reflection, heart 
beat, and creative offering to the center. There are 2 scheduled gatherings 
here - one to open the festival and one to close. Everything else is open to the 
dream . Anything offered to this alter will be untouched until the clean up on 
Monday morning, please retrieve any personal treasures before then.



Schedule of events  
 

Thursday, July 19 

2:00 GATES OPEN

Thursday PM 
X 3:00 - 3:30 Lecture and discussion at Gnostica (Gnostica)  

o 5:45 - 6:10 Mandala Heart Opening (Heart Center) Join us as we open the heart 

center of the Dreamtime. 

L  6:15  Opening Ritual and Dance  (Spirit Basin)  The Aztec Dancers will perform an 

opening ritual and dance.  

L  6:15  Opening Procession  (Spirit Basin)  Gather at the Spirit Basin workshop yurt.  Led 

by the Aztec Dancers the procession will depart at 7:00 spiraling towards the main stage.  
Come as you are or in costume with banners, offerings, instruments, and love.  This is the 
ceremonial gathering and bringing of the energy to the center of Dreamtime.

L  7:15 - 8:00  Opening Circle  (Main Stage)  Gather at the Main Stage for an opening circle 

and ceremony with the Aztec Dancers, bring offerings to the alter, your loved ones, and 
intentions.  

X  8:00 - 9:00  Energy Healings & Chakra Balances  (Boom Hollow)  A non-contact 

energetic intercession by trained energy workers to cleanse one's personal space/aura of 
disruptive energetic influences.  Led by Lisa Wimberger and Amanda Kronberg.

T  8:00 - 9:00  Buddha Bomb  (eLucid Dreams)  World beat, Psychill and Psytrance.

X  8:15 - 10:15  Healing Ritual for Social Change   (Medicine Weaver)  We will explore 

how ritual can be used as a healing support and tool for activists.  We will co-create our 
own healing ritual  moving, sounding and dancing through our own fear, anger, and grief 
about this time on the planet.  Led by Kate Eckhardt.

X  8:15 - 10:15  Sacred Sex Secrets for Loving a Woman  (Spirit Basin)  For men only who 

wish to learn ancient secrets of pleasuring a woman.  The myriad ways to kiss, caress 
and connect energetically will be discussed and demonstrated explicitly.  Led by Daniel 
Stuart.

X  8:15 - 9:15 Transformation and Visualization (Soaring Angel) Through live music and 

guided meditation, we will take a journey using visualization and manifestation to heal.  
Led by Scott Liess.



T  8:15 -  9:30  My Tea Kind  (Main Stage)  Obscure folk root rock.

T  8:30 -  9:15 Lilli Lewis  (Soul Mate)  Lewis is a soul singer with the heart of a 

spirit warrior. Whether its the poignant intimacy of a solo set, or a rock the house 
high energy full band show, Lilli's jazz, soul, folk and blues blend stirs every 
emotion under the stars. 

o 9:00 -  10:00  Didj Massage  (Boom Hollow) Lay down and let go as the ancient 

sound of the didjeridu is played over the massed bodies of the willing.  Space is 
limited, so first come first serve.  Led by Booster.

T  9:00 -  10:30  Zapper Live P.A.  (eLucid Dreams)  Dubstep and Zany Breaks to 

warm you up for the evening.

T  9:30 -  11:45  Lion Vibes  (Main Stage)  Bringing a positive, righteous vibe through 

words, power, and sound. Musical style ranges from Roots to Dancehall Reggae with 
major influences of Funk, Hip-Hop, Jazz, and Rock.

T  9:45 -  10:45  Singing Bear  (Soul Mate)  Funky danceable acoustic spirit songs 

written by the trees and the sky and the mystic law and performed with a 
mesmerizing mix of flute and vocal harmonies. 

T  10:30 -  12:00  DarkStar  (eLucid Dreams)  Spinning eclectic breaks.

T  11:00 -  12:30  Adam Apollo  (Soul Mate)  DJ set of original and selected 

progressive breakbeats, specifically tuned to aid in spiritual unfolding and deep 
earth body activation. Transcendent atmospheric spaces grounded in resonant bass-
lines, with moments of funky bliss... 

Thursday Way Late 
T  12:00 -  1:30  Raja Ananda  (eLucid Dreams)  Mixing Psy chill, Dub and Midtempo 

delights to bring us into the dreamtime.

T  12:15 -  2:00  Lunar Fire  (Main Stage)  Kan'Nal's wild alter-ego is a performance 

art inspired organic improv dance party. Unpredictable and amazing, Lunar Fire 
blazes into the night with spoken word and rap by Teresita and crew. The 
improvised music draws from many sources including hip-hop, punk, dub and 
psychedelic art rock. Over the top guitar, funky bass, tribal percussion and 
performance art enveloped in the sensual drone of the didgeridoo are the least you 
can expect from this exciting show.

T  1:00 -  2:15  Dub Radio  (Soul Mate)  Broadcast live from Dreamtime. Featuring 

ethno-techno grooves with Thomas.

Thursday PM continued … 



T  2:00 - 3:00  Buddha Bomb  (Main Stage)  Listen to Buddha Bomb spin Psytrance, 

Chill, Ambient, IDM, Old School, and other forms of Electronic Music. Buddha is 
Formless, representing space, allowing all possibilities to occur. Bomb is Form, action, 
motion, spice, heat, texture, the beats. One does not Exist without the other.

o  2:30 - 3:00  Soul Mate Activation  (Soul Mate) Come be a part of our Soul Mate 

Activation ceremony. Dreamtime's intergalactic super heroes gather to embody their 
power in a sealing prayer-formance. After months of charging this land with the healing 
energy Dreamtime represents, we gratefully welcome everyone to step into the 
connectedness of this family.

T  VJ  Videolicious  (Main Stage)  Blending nature and technology, space and oceanic 

seascapes, 3D animation and visionary landscapes, Videolicious dances visual delights to 
the musical rhythms of creation.

T  VJ  Photosynthetic  (Main Stage)  A magical trip created live of fused video and 

generated imagery thats enlightening inspirational mystical and earth conscious.

Friday, July 20

Friday AM
X  8:00 - 9:45  The Art and Ease of Making Wheatgrass Juice   (Spirit Basin)  Join us 

around the round table as we hand press wheatgrass juice for immediate 
consumption...experience first hand what many call "nature's finest medicine".  Led by 
Jack Reed.

X  8:00 - 10:00  The Inevitable Ecstacy   (Inner Peace)  The principles of Tantric 

philosophy, a powerful paradaigm shift which frees us from cultural hypnosis.  We will 
embody these principles in the practice of yoga postures.  Led by Anthony Bogart.

X  8:00 - 9:30  Yog-Intuition  (Medicine Weaver)  Practice moving inward, flowing 

intuitively with body and breath.  Look beneath the veil, selflessly smiling Self, it is 
happening NOW.  Led by Jedi Pennell.

X  9:00 - 11:00   Creating Sacred Space for Your Soul in the Real World  (Oracle)  Ever 

thought about using Feng Shui, Vaastu, or just plain ol' Magic to create a sense of You in 
your physical space?  Come see what these traditions share, and how you can use the 
setting of intention and a few cool tricks to create a space just for you.  Led by Rachel 
Preston.

X  9:15 - 11:15  AstroYoga and Zodiac Dance  (Soaring Angel)  Locate the astrological signs 

in the body through yoga postures and dance a journey through each sign of the zodiac.  
Inviting participants to discover the archetypes through authentic movement.  Music 
appropriate to each sign guides the participants through them.  Led by VerDarLuz.

Thursday Way Late continued … 



X  9:30 - 11:30  Renewable Energy 101: Creating Biofuel  (Earth Peace Systems)  Learn 
how to get off of the grid: create your own biofuels, and utilize renewable energy 
systems.  Join us to aspire towards a clean world revolution. Led by Kaedden Timi and 
Holly Turner.

X  9:45 - 10:45  Soul, Mind, Body Medicine  (Medicine Weaver) Learn simple and 

profound exercises to heal yourself, your loved ones and in turn the earth and all 
humanity.  Combines ancient energetics with quantum physics and universal meditation.  
Led by Manda Pendleton.

X  10:00 - 11:00  Tai Chi Chuan  (Spirit Basin)  We will work with basic Tai Chi postures 

and movements for physical/spiritual well being.  We will cover the building blocks of 
health, and the spirituality of the Tao.  Led by David Bartos.

X  10:00 - 11:30  Building with Gaia  (Empowerment Channel)  Hands on demonstrations 

on earth friendly building.  Led by James Torgersen. 

X 10:00 - 12:00 PoiYoga Fusion (Main Stage) Trace sacred geometric shape by creating 

esoteric healing mandalas while learning Poi Patterns. Led by RainBow Michael. 

X  10:00 - 2:00  Guided Meditation  (Boom Hollow)  A sit down session requiring no 

previous experience with meditation, designed to enable participants to rapidly reach an 
inner place of neutrality and restore mental well being by actively visualizing/listening to 
trained instructors. Led by Lisa Wimberger and Amanda Kronberg.  

X  10:15 - 11:45  Sacred Geometry & The Chakras  (Inner Peace)  Explore the foundation 

of all magical symbols.  Learn the basics of telepathy, shielding, geomancy, astral 
travel, and energy healing.  Led by Adam Apollo.

X  11:00 - 12:45  Cranial-Sacral Therapy  (Medicine Weaver)  Realignment of the cranial 

bones to release compressions and restrictions in cranial-sacral system, assisting the 
body in creating homeostasis.  Dicussion, demos, and hands on healing work.  Led by 
Rick. 

X  11:15 - 1:15  Owning your Divinity  (Oracle)  Trance-forming Body and Being through 

reclaiming the Personal Powers of Divine Integrity and Response-ability.  We will explore 
the dynamics of internal and external relationships in the context of 
creation/manifestation.  Led by Tasi.

X  11:15 -  1:15  Clairvoyance and Auric Reading  (Spirit Basin)  In this light-hearted 

workshop we will learn how to read auras and then trade auric readings on each other 
at the end of class.  Reading the energy of yourself and the world around you can be a 
fun way to gain a different perspective.  Led by Sean Allen.

Friday AM continued … 



X  11:30 - 12:15  Birthing the Future: The Roots of Joy, Compassion and Radiant Health   
(Soaring Angel)  Weaving together ancient wisdom and modern science.  How to bring 
new human beings into the world, and why it matters that we change our paradigm for 
birth.  Powerful images & film clips show a model for transformation.  Led by Suzanne 
Arms.

Friday PM
X 12:15 - 1:45 Creative Movement (Main Stage) With art, sound, breath, visualization and 

ecstatic movement, we will journey from before birth through the life cycle to our 
present place as integrated embodiments of divinity. Designed to bring the whole being 
into alignment with itself, so that there is no separation between the divine and the 
earthly states, the mind, the body or the spirit. Led by Ishtar.

X  1:00 - 3:30   Flower and Nature Essences  (Inner Peace) Discover the healing 

modalities of flower and nature essences and journey into a deeper understanding of 
subtle energies, energy flow, and 13 chakras.  Led by Shaela Noella.

X  1:00 - 2:30  Affordable Solar Energy   (Medicine Weaver)  Renting solar panels is a 

cost-effective way to receive energy at the same cost you are currently paying for 
electricity.  Led by Ken Katuin.

X  1:30 - 3:30  Animal Spirit Journey  (Spirit Basin)  A guided inner journey to the spirit 

realm through meditation and prayer.  Learn to access your animal guides and others for 
information and messages from the realm of spirit.  Led by Lauraleigh MaQi.

X  1:45 - 2:45  The Peace Corps Experience  (Soaring Angel)  Come and learn how to 

become a volunteer and stories of a returned volunteer.  Peace Corps teaches 
sustainability, cross-cultural adaptation, global thinking, living simply and in harmony 
with community and nature.  Led by Joe Zucchini.

o  2:00 - 2:15  Dr Illuminate US  (Main Stage)  MCing and magic show.

X  2:45 - 3:45  Elemental Technology  (Medicine Weaver)  We can integrate our creative 

process with the laws of nature by imitating the way atoms congregate whenever we 
design and build...or what the elves and fairies have to do with nuclear physics and the 
future.  Led by Rock Ridgeway.

Friday AM continued … 



X 3:00 - 3:30  The Mystery of Consciousness (Gnostica) This will be a short lecture 

followed by a discussion period. Led by Bodhi

T  3:00 - 4:45  Open Mic  (Soul Mate)  

o  3:00 - 4:00  Afternoon Tea (Cuddle Canopy)  Every afternoon the Cuddle Canopy will 

be offering tea and sweets and possibly hosting a guest artist.  Come relax and enjoy!

X  3:45 - 4:45  Healing in Africa (Oracle)  Experience life in Northern Ghana with 

traditional healers there through stories and photos.  Led by Manda Pendleton.

X 3:45 - 5:15 The Art of Deserving, Manifesting and Receiving Abundance (Inner Peace) 

Learn about the art of deserving, manifesting and receiving abundance through the 
body, mind and soul. Transformation will occur through guided healing meditations, 
affirmations and kundalini yoga. Led by Shannon R. Rios. 

X  3:45 - 5:15   Monkey Chant (Spirit Basin)  A Balanesian form of tribal chanting whose 

percussive nature and interlocking movements inspire positive energy throughout the 
group.  Led by Damian. 

o  4:00 - 5:00  Lucid Tea Time with Future Simple Project  (eLucid Dreams)  Afternoon 

chill set with soundscaping by  Mikey Fisher and Raja Ananda.

o  4:15 - 5:00  Dr. Illuminate US MC  (Main Stage)  MCing and magic show.

X  4:00 - 5:30  Traversing The Zodiac: Journey of the Soul  (Medicine Weaver)  In this 

introductory talk, we will examine how the soul progresses through the houses of the 
zodiac, the fields of experience on the evolutionary path.  We will then show what signs 
correlate to what houses and interact with the zodiac by grouping off into elemental 
correspondences and modes of expression for each, acting out the archetypal energies.  
Led by VerDarLuz.

o  4:00 - 6:00  Didj Massage   (Boom Hollow) Lay down and let go as the ancient sound 

of the didjeridu is played over the massed bodies of the willing.  Space is limited, so 
first come first serve.  Led by Booster.

X  4:15 - 5:45  Live Vegan Food Delights  (Soaring Angel) A free-form seminar on the joys 

of live food in support of personal and planetary well-being.  Discovering sprouts, 
ferments, juices, dried goods, superfoods, food combining, basic body chemistry and 
even simple fasting as pathways to optimal health  with delicious proof for all!  Led by 
Benjamin Brown.

Friday PM continued … 



T  4:30 - 5:45  AAA  (Main Stage) Positive agressive, in your face, tickle your Soul, 

booty-shakin out of this world-beat, Transcedental, acoustic punk rock reggae country 
funk Music...

L  5:00 - 7:30  Gypsie Nation  (eLucid Dreams)  Offered as medicine, the Gypsie Nation 

dances are freestyle participatory dance rituals intended to bring personal and 
collective healing, and to honor the ancestral spirits and the Earth.  Supported by an 
exotic tapestry of ancient and modern world music, our dances are spirited, dynamic 
and powerful. Special guests Buddhabomb & Ariana.

T  5:00 - 5:30  Bears and the Bees   (Soul Mate) Soft, harmonious folk flare represented 

in a classy way by two of Flagstaff, Arizona's own sisters. With Megyn on the violin and 
Twig on the saw (that's right, the tool), you will be taken to a place in yourself that 
resembles a field of wildflowers blowing in the wind, while the two croon effortlessly, as 
if that's all they're here to do.

X  5:30 - 6:15   Dream Your Personal Future  (Spirit Basin)  Activate your inner 

resources through hypnosis in order to manifest a magnificent future.  You will learn 
how to delete negative programming to release your personal genius.  Led by Linda 
Lindsey.

X  5:30 - 7:00  Hoop Dancing  (Inner Peace)  The Kaivalya Hoop Dancers will be 

offering a trick-based hoop dancing workshop for anyone interested in learning and for 
hoop dancers wishing to learn more advanced tricks.  Adult size hoops will be available 
for those who do not have their own.  Led by Stephani Salazar.

X  5:30 - 6:45  Heartful Flute Gathering  (Oracle)  Learn the basics of flute playing and 

hear the music of your heart.  Participants are welcome to bring their own flute or other 
instruments to play the music of our hearts as one.  Great fun for the children.  Led by 
Sharon Alderman.

o  5:45 - 6:00  Dr. Illuminate US MC  (Main Stage)  MCing and magic show.

T  6:15 - 7:00  Naomi and the Courteous Rude Boys  (Soul Mate)  Naomi and the 

Courteous Rudeboys: Rootsy n' rude with a good attitude...when they make music, it is 
like slipping inside of a kaleidoscope time-machine with a complimentary juke-box 
inside. Variety is their spice of life, playing everything from old-school Jamaican 
rhythms to Macy Gray-ish folk-rock. 

X  6:00 - 7:00  Transformation and Visualization  (Soaring Angel) Through live music 

and guided meditation, we will take a journey using visualization and manifestation to 
heal.  Led by Scott Liess.

T  6:15 - 7:30  Euforquestra  (Main Stage)  A nationally touring 7 piece Afrobeat, Funk, 

Reggae, and Samba group. 

Friday PM continued … 



X  6:30 - 8:30  Sacred Sex Secrets for Loving a Woman  (Spirit Basin)  For men only who 

wish to learn ancient secrets of pleasuring a woman.  The myriad ways to kiss, caress 
and connect energetically will be discussed and demonstrated explicitly.  Led by Daniel 
Stuart.

X  7:00 - 8:30  Spirit Walking  (Oracle)  Images, stories and lessons from the wilds of 

the trail, shared by a long distance hiker and photographer.  Includes tips on wilderness 
survival and leave no trace ethics.  The journey extends far beyond the destination.  
Led by Razz. 

X  7:00 - 9:00  Awakening Compassionate Awareness through Projective Dreamwork 
(Medicine Weaver)  Projective dreamwork opens us up to realize that every dream can 
become everybody's dream.  Bring your dream journal, dream art or just your curiousity!  
Led by Billie Ortiz.

X  7:15 - 8:15  Hybrid Rotating Absract Art, For The Minds Eye   (Soaring Angel) Show 

case rotating abstracts rich in color and talk about the various effects and energy each 
one brings.  Mellow mood with harmony and music.  Led by Chance Odekirk.

T  7:30 - 8:15  Gus Brett  (Soul Mate)  High energy, spiritually centered, acoustic, rock, 

folk and blues. Award winning songwriter.

T  7:30 - 9:00  Gnemo  (eLucid Dreams)  Mixing eclectic electronica and IDM with 

surprising twists and turns.

T  7:45 - 9:00  Tzol Tzol   (Main Stage) powerfully expresses the vision and inspiration 

he finds from life and a deep connection to the earth and nature. This will be a rare and 
heartfelt solo acoustical performance from Kan'Nal's lead singer.

T  8:45 - 9:45  Beth Preston   (Soul Mate)  Folk-rock/reggae/blues. Beth lives in San 

Diego and has happened upon the Dreamtime family in quite a syncronistic way.  She has 
just finished her cd, “Inside Fire” which can be purchased in the “Soul Mate Bar and 
Lounge.”

T  9:00 - 9:45  Liquid Fire Mantra  (Main Stage)  Liquid Fire Mantra is a musical fire 

circus featuring fire poi, staffs, fingers and other fire arts. 

T   9:00 - 10:30  Ahlunama Live P.A. (eLucid Dreams)  If you follow the music across the 

peaks, you will come to a sacred ground with a natural floor, and the euphoric 
experience of Ahlunama.

Friday PM continued … 



X 9:30 - 12:30 Free Biomat Sessions (Soul Mate) Come experience the power of far 

infrared rays, negative ions, and amethyst crystals as you lay on the Biomat and 
experience bliss, joy, and true health. If you are a massage therapist, check it out!   

T  9:45 - 11:30  Ganga Giri  (Main Stage)  Ganga Giri mixes red natural elements with fat 

tribal beats and dirty funky bass lines to create a unique tribal-technological deep earth 
dance experience. Explosive and pulsating, at times ambient and flowing, the music is a 
pumping percussive multi-layered experience of complex grooves and raw, deep natural 
sound.

T  10:30 - 11:15  Julia and the Unexpecteds  (Soul Mate)  A gypsy-like original band, 

playing sultry swingin tunes. 

T  10:30 - 12:00  Mikey Fisher (eLucid Dreams)Breaks and Dubstep to get your chi chi-

ing.

o  11:30 - 12:00  Burning Desert Fire Collective (Main Stage)  A fire performance troop to 

engage you in a timeless space where you can encounter the intensity, creativity and 
mythology that fire offers.  

T  11:45 - 12:45  Adam Joel  (Soul Mate)  Known for his intuitive ability to re-mix the 

rhymes & rythyms, Adem Joel will Transcend your mind and Captivate your soul through 
his Dynamic drive of Funky, Chunky Breaks! 

Friday Way Late 
o  12:00 - 12:15  Art Goodtimes  (Main Stage)  Performance poetry/political peptalk.

T  12:00 - 1:30  Zapper Live PA  (eLucid Dreams)  Known for his crazy onstage antics, 

Zapper has been reaking havok on dance floors for many years. Rocking parties non-stop 
from New York to Hawaii. Using only hardware (no computers) to produce freaky 
electronic music live.

 
T  12:15 - 1:45  Fractalia   (Main Stage)  Fusing middle-eastern styles; dance-oriented 

electronica; vast ambience; power riffs; chaotic progressive moments; and hip grinding 
funk - Fractalia carries on the jam band tradition at its best.

T  1:15 - 3:30  Osiris Indriya  (Soul Mate)  An Iboga Records DJ, Osiris masterfully DJs 

progressive to psytrance through hard techno and breaks.

T  1:30 - 3:00  Lucid Liquid  (eLucid Dreams)  Teresita, Gilly, and Rodo of Lunar Fire 

teaming up with LYNX and friends for an organic electronic jam journey.

T  2:00 - 2:30  Buddha Bomb with Waking Circus  (Main Stage)  

Friday PM continued …  



T  2:30 - 3:15  Buddha Bomb  (Main Stage)  Listen to Buddha Bomb spin Psytrance, Chill, 

Ambient, IDM, Old School, and other forms of Electronic Music. 
Buddha is Formless, representing space, allowing all possibilities to occur. Bomb is Form, 
action, motion, spice, heat, texture, the beats. One does not Exist without the other. 

T  3:15 - 4:00  GSP  (Main Stage)  A mash up of contemporary styles from NYC, Europe & 

Brazil to Jamaica. They bring a full arsenal of live musicians to generate their special 
blend of electronica. From dripping Dub plates to sexy samba grooves, the group 
manages to keep the mixes fresh. Add live video mixing and ingenious light design, all 
with an intention of creating a 3D living, breathing multimedia experience to sustain the 
vibes throughout the night. 

T  VJ Videolicious  (Main Stage)  Blending nature and technology, space and oceanic 

seascapes, 3D animation and visionary landscapes, Videolicious dances visual delights to 
the musical rhythms of creation.

T  VJ Photosynthetic  (Main Stage)  A magical trip created live of fused video and 

generated imagery thats enlightening inspirational mystical and earth conscious.

Saturday, July 21

Saturday AM
X 8:00 - 10:00 Discover Naam Yoga: The Key to Opening the Heart and Awaking Divine 
Consciousness (Main Stage) Naam Yoga is a unique merging and refining of the world's 

most powerful esoteric traditions; the crowning yoga practices of the East with the 
unparelleled esoteric tradition of the West, which is Universal Kabbalah. Naam Yoga is 
the return to One. Led by Adi. 

X  8:00 - 10:00  Yoga Awareness and Flow  (Spirit Basin)  Yoga that inspires awareness 

of alignment, breath, flow, and inner-peace.  All are welcome!  Led by Elizabeth Stroh.

X  8:00 - 9:30  The Art and Ease of Making Wheatgrass Juice   (Inner Peace)  Join us 

around the round table as we hand press wheatgrass juice for immediate 
consumption...experience first hand what many call "nature's finest medicine".  Led by 
Jack Reed.

X  8:00 - 9:30  Yog-Intuition  (Medicine Weaver)  Practice moving inward, flowing 

intuitively with body and breath.  Look beneath the veil, selflessly smiling Self, it is 
happening NOW.  Led by Jedi Pennell.

X  8:45 - 9:45  Meridian Balancing  (Soaring Angel)  Easy meridian balancing for 

common ailments:  headache, back pain, and other imbalances.  No needles, fast 
techniques stream lined for the public to use at home daily.  Led by Gina Green.

X  9:00 - 11:00   Electrospective  (e-Lucid)  A history of electronic music will be 

presented and many examples of this music will be played.  We will explore the effects 
electronic music has on the brain and human consciousness.  Led by Buddha Bomb.

Friday Way Late  continued … 



X  9:00 - 11:00  Creating Sacred Space for Your Soul in the Real World  (Oracle)  Ever 

thought about using Feng Shui, Vaastu, or just plain ol' Magic to create a sense of You in 
your physical space?  Come see what these traditions share, and how you can use the 
setting of intention and a few cool tricks to create a space just for you.  Led by Rachel 
Preston. 

X  9:30 - 11:30  Renewable Energy 101: Creating Biofuel  (Earth Peace Systems)  Learn 

how to get off of the grid: create your own biofuels, and utilize renewable energy 
systems.  Join us to aspire towards a clean world revolution.  Sustainability library and 
related literature available.  Led by Kaedden Timi.

X  9:45 - 11:00  Ecstatic Chanting   (Inner Peace)  Open your hearts, bodies and voices 

as we offer ecstatic chanting from an array of faith traditions.  The bliss of chanting is 
contagious; all words will be taught, no experience necessary!  Led by Scott Medina. 

X  9:45 - 11:45  Healing Ritual for Social Change  (Medicine Weaver)  We will explore 

how ritual can be used as a healing support and tool for activists.  We will co-create our 
own healing ritual  moving, sounding and dancing through our own fear, anger, and grief 
about this time on the planet.  Led by Kate Eckhardt.

X  10:00 - 11:00   Healing in Africa  (Soaring Angel)  Experience life in Northern Ghana 

with traditional healers there through stories and photos.  Led by Manda Pendleton.

X  10:00 - 11:30  Urban Shamanism   (Empowerment Channel)  Techniques and tools for 

city dwellers to get back in touch with mother earth.  Demonstrations on making various 
instruments and tools.  Led by James Torgersen.  

oX   10:00 - 2:00  Didj Massage  (Boom Hollow) Lay down and let go as the ancient 

sound of the didjeridu is played over the massed bodies of the willing.  Space is limited, 
so first come first serve.  Led by Booster.

X  10:15 - 11:45  Creative Movement  (Main Stage)  With art, sound, breath, visualization 

and ecstatic movement, we will journey from before birth through the life cycle to our 
present place as integrated embodiments of divinity.  Designed to bring the whole being 
into alignment with itself, so that there is no separation between the divine and the 
earthly states, the mind, the body or the spirit.  Led by Ishtar.

X  10:15 - 12:15  Exploring the Dreamspace  (Spirit Basin)  In this series of guided 

meditations, we will explore how to build the lightbody so that you can move more 
freely across states of consciousness and access the dreamtime in waking life.  Led by 
Sean Allen.

X  11:15 - 1:15  Periphocus  (Oracle)  The simultaneity of peripheral focus.  In this 

workshop we shall discuss the concept of building a group vehicle.  We will also explore 
the simple tools of breath motions and intent that can catalyze this union and offer the 
integrity needed for an effective vessel.  Led by just.one.

Saturday AM continued … 



X  11:00 - 1:00  Dances of Universal Peace (Inner Peace)  Circle dances with folk dance 

and sacred elements.  The combination of singing and moving together brings the group 
to presence.  Led by Bernie Heideman.

X  11:00 - 1:00  Healing Massage for Friends and Couples  (Serenity Camp)  Wow your 

friends and please your parter with these simple healing massage techniques.  Led by 
Eric Bell.

X  11:00 - 1:00  UFOs, Fairies and the Dreamworld  (eLucid)  How can we hear the 

lessons that the star people are teaching?  Perhaps through the dreamworld…bring your 
stories of alien and elemental encounters!  Led by Avery Runner.

Saturday PM
X  12:00 - 12:45   Birthing the Future: The Roots of Joy, Compassion and Radiant Health   
(Main Stage)  Weaving together ancient wisdom and modern science.  How to bring new 
human beings into the world, and why it matters that we change our paradigm for birth.  
Powerful images & film clips show a model for transformation.  Led by Suzanne Arms.

X  12:00 - 1:00  Elemental Technology  (Medicine Weaver)  We can integrate our 

creative process with the laws of nature by imitating the way atoms congregate 
whenever we design and build...or what the elves and fairies have to do with nuclear 
physics and the future.  Led by Rock Ridgeway.

X  12:30 - 1:00  The Art of Partnership   (Soaring Angel)  We will discuss relationships 

from an evolutionary perspective and how astrology provides a map to discover the 
treasured nature of relationship itself.  How can using this language help us harmonize 
with the changing paradigm in relationships: relationships as catalysts for evolutionary 
change?  Led by VerDarLuz.

X  12:30 - 1:30  Working Wonder!  (Spirit Basin)  Based on Cal Winn's forth coming book 

"Life As Revelation". A participatory workshop based on ancient principles that allows 
members to enter their dreams, live by intuition and inspiration, letting ones whole life 
be revelation.  Led by Cal Winn.

T  1:00 - 2:15  Tami Gosnell  (Main Stage)  Melodically agressive acoustic rock and soul. 

Tami has been compared to Janis Joplin, Ani Defranco, and Sheryl Crow. 

X  1:00 - 3:00  Didgeridoo Class  (Boom Hollow)  Teaching basics and advanced 

didjeridoo playing, contemporary and traditional.  Includes rhythms, circular breathing, 
techniques and exercises.  Led by Quinto Calarco.

X  1:15 - 3:15  Poi Yoga Fusion  (Medicine Weaver)  Trace sacred geometric shape by 

creating esoteric healing mandalas while learning Poi Patterns.  Led by RainBow 
Michael.  

Saturday AM continued … 



X  1:15 - 1:45  Astrology and Plant Medicines  (Soaring Angel) The Outer Planets signify a 

particular kind of Transpersonal Journey.  As angelic agents, each offers a powerful 
experience to bring us deeper into self-awareness.  How can an individual align the 
plant medicine journeys with the movement and archetypal significance of the outer 
planets to create specific, transformational journeys?  Led by VerDarLuz.

X  1:15 - 3:15  Spirit Song Circle  (Inner Peace)  Join us in singing songs around the world 

about spirit, Mother earth, the goddess, healing, and celebration.  No experience 
necessary…just a wish to sing beautiful songs with others!  Bring light percussion 
instruments.  Led by Kristin McLean and Jen Friedman.

X  1:30 - 3:30  Awakening Compassionate Awareness through Projective Dreamwork 
(Oracle)  Projective dreamwork opens us up to realize that every dream can become 
everybody's dream.  Bring your dream journal, dream art or just your curiousity!  Led by 
Billie Ortiz.

X  1:45 - 2:45  Power Play!  (Spirit Basin)  Ancient acting techniques on the cutting edge 

of personal and professional evolution that empower participants to access their 
"timeless moment" now, to expect wonders to happen now, to get to the now, now.... 
and remain there.  Led by Cal Winn.

X  2:00 - 2:30  Astro-Locality   (Soaring Angel)  How to Travel or Relocate using 

Planetary Guidance,  We will explain how the birthchart changes depending on where 
you live, and how astrolocality can be used to consciously tailor any traveling or 
relocating experience.  The importance of using this language to understand one's own 
biography.  Led by VerDarLuz.

o  2:15 - 3:00  High Desert Belly Dancers  (Main Stage)  A mix of caberet and fusion 

bellydancers. 

X  2:45 - 4:15  Affordable Solar Energy  (Soaring Angel)  Renting solar panels is a cost-

effective way to receive energy at the same cost you are currently paying for 
electricity.  Led by Ken Katuin.

X 3:00 - 3:30 Entheogens and the Origins of Religion (Gnostica) This will be a short 

lecture followed by a discussion period. Led by Bodhi.

L  3:00 - 5:00  Maya Cosmo Vision  (Spirit Basin)  Q&A about Maya Cosmo Vision.  Led 

by Mayan Shaman AumRak.

T  3:00 - 4:15  Tribal Electra  (Main Stage)  Angelic eastern vocals over a fusion of 

electronica and house beats with guitar, flutes and hand percussion, Boulder's Tribal 
Electra creates sultry dance grooves with a vibrant world beat and trance-electronica 
sound. 

T  3:00  4:45  Open Mic  (Soul Mate)
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o  3:00 - 4:00  Afternoon Tea  (Cuddle Canopy)  Every afternoon the Cuddle Canopy will 

be offering tea and sweets and possibly hosting a guest artist.  Come relax and enjoy!

X  3:30 - 6:00  I-Ching: Decoding the DNA of Experience (Medicine Weaver) Learn to 

read the I-Ching through coins, without a book.  Discover the elemental flow of 
experiences, and the cycles of Yin and Yang as they dance through life.  Led by Adam 
Apollo.

X  3:30 - 5:30  Dimension Coaching  (Inner Peace)  A multi-dimensional quantum 

approach integrating Body, Mind, and Spirit. A new vision for an empowered way of life 
by building on intentions, taking responsibility and living in integrity.  Led by Renate De 
Anglo.

X  3:45 - 6:15  Flower and Nature Essences  (Oracle)  Discover the healing modalities of 

flower and nature essences and journey into a deeper understanding of subtle energies, 
energy flow, and 13 chakras.  Led by Shaela Noella.

X  4:00 - 6:00  Guided Meditation  (Boom Hollow)  A sit down session requiring no 

previous experience with meditation, designed to enable participants to rapidly reach an 
inner place of neutrality and restore mental well being by actively visualizing/listening to 
trained instructors.   Led by Lisa Wimberger and Amanda Kronberg. 

o  4:15 - 5:00  Dr Illuminate US Hypnotica -  Mindmagic & HYPNOSHOW (Main Stage)  

Hypnotica is an  empowering audience participation show featuring
hypnosis, magic, illusion and amazing physical phenomenon like levitations, vanishings 
and more....

o  4:20 - 5:30  Lucid Tea Time with Zapper (eLucid Dreams) Cool off at eLucid Dreams 

with San Francisco's Zapper mixing a live tea time set just for you.

X  4:30 - 5:30   Hybrid Rotating Absract Art, For The Minds Eye   (Soaring Angel) Show 

case rotating abstracts rich in color and talk about the various effects and energy each 
one brings.  Mellow mood with harmony and music.  Led by Chance Odekirk. 

T  5:00 - 5:45  Pilgrimage Home (Soul Mate) Two traveling gypsies make a concsieous 

effort to share light through sacred sound. Noah and Clay have been playing music 
together for 5 years, creating songs about the family, about spirit, about awakening to 
the true force that burns within each of us. Zoe Clare adds vocal harmony as the two 
boys go back and forth with powerful reggae, intentional spoken word, and poetic songs 
of traveling, growing, and believing. 

X  5:15 - 8:15  Sacred Sexuality  (Spirit Basin)  An explicit teaching of the art of sacred 

sexuality.  Learn ways to expand sexual energy to higher consciousness.  Led by Jane 
Breneman.
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T  5:30 - 6:45  Naomi and the Courteous Rude Boys  (Main Stage)  Naomi and the 

Courteous Rudeboys: Rootsy n' rude with a good attitude...when they make music, it is 
like slipping inside of a kaleidoscope time-machine with a complimentary juke-box 
inside. Variety is their spice of life, playing everything from old-school Jamaican 
rhythms to Macy Gray-ish folk-rock. This band dishes out a spoonful from the melting 
pot and shares it with the block. 

o L  5:30 - 7:30  How'bout Now  (eLucid Dreams)  Tribal Evolutionary Drum and Dance 

ceremony and performance with DJ Blue Lotus and friends.

X  5:45 - 6:45  Transformation and Visualization  (Soaring Angel) Through live music and 

guided meditation, we will take a journey using visualization and manifestation to heal.  
Led by Scott Liess.

X  6:15 - 7:15  Tai Chi Chuan  (Medicine Weaver)  We will work with basic Tai Chi 

postures and movements for physical/spiritual well being.  We will cover the building 
blocks of health, and the spirituality of the Tao.  Led by David Bartos.

o  6:30 - 8:00  Indigo Explorations  (Soul Mate) As the consciousness of humanity shifts, 

many individuals are feeling a call to embody themselves in a more intuitive, creative 
way. To create an outlet for these impulses, Zoë Clare calls upon many of her friends to 
awaken, shine, and find peace in our own knowingness as light-working, musical 
leaders. Come to the second-ever galactic showcase of many of Dreamtime's greatest 
supporters, where we will share music and ceremony as a way to invoke the spirit of our 
ancestors and star-guides through this great time of awakening. 

X  6:30 - 8:30  Tribal Economics  (Oracle)  Bringing consciousness to a waking system  

This is an opportunity to explore the ways we can bring concepts of sustainability and 
communication into the modern structures of business and commerce, with the goal of 
creating real solutions for today's world.  Led by Osiris Indriya.

o  6:45 - 7:30  Aztec Dancers  (Main Stage)  Traditional Aztec dancers from Mexico, 

sharing a message of peace and ecological awareness to everyone. 

X  7:00 - 8:00  Meridian Balancing  (Soaring Angel)  Easy meridian balancing for 

common ailments:  headache, back pain, and other imbalances.  No needles, fast 
techniques stream lined for the public to use at home daily.  Led by Gina Green.

X  7:00 - 8:30  The Toolbox Method  (Empowerment Channel)  Hands on demonstrations 

on multiple healing techniques such as:  touch therapies, crystals, aromatherapy, mirror, 
affirmations and more.  Led by the reverend James Torgersen.

Saturday PM contiued



T  7:30 - 8:45  LYNX  aka Caitlin DeMuth  (Main Stage)  Solo female guitarista and 

beatboxer that will produce the funkiest live acoustic and looped tracks that you've ever 
heard! 100% all organic original conscious music for your beautiful freaky soul.

o  7:30 - 8:30  Angel Walk  (Medicine Weaver)  Imagine a gauntlet of angels whispering 

positive affirmations in your ear.  Led by Renee Shaw.

o  7:30- 8:00  Volunteer Appreciation Party  (Volunteer Camping Area)  An exclusive 

volunteer party - time to celebrate the rock stars of Dreamtime  the volunteers who 
made this Festival possible! We will gather with refreshments and appreciation for the 
amazing work they do to make Dreamtime 2007 what it is. 

T  7:30 - 9:00  Osiris Indriya   (eLucid Dreams)  Music with depth and groove that 

inspires you to move.

T  8:30 - 9:15  Singing Cave  (Soul Mate)  Trancy electronic sound and a dynamic vocal 

style. 

X T 8:45 - 9:30  Deva Dance  (Main Stage)  Arlyn Deva presents an experiential 

journey into the body through breath, attention, movement and intention.  Heighten 
your experience of music, others, the surroundings and your body by joining in this 
participatory adventure exploring the internal and external landscapes of the present 
moment.  Every-body encouraged to participate, warm up and get juicy for the Kan'Nal 
show! 

o L  9:00 - 10:00  Puravida and Sephiroth Dance (eLucid Dreams)  Down tempo and 

live dance ceremony to prepare us for the evening.

L  9:45 - 10:00  Sacred Fire Ceremony with Aum Rak  (Main Stage)  Based on the 

traditions of the Mayan Highland Shamans, the Sacred Fire Ceremony opens vortexes 
between the elements of the third dimension and beyond. These forces infuse the 
participants with healing energies, creating an awareness leading to a deep meditative 
state of consciousness. 

T  9:45 - 10:45 North of Paris  (Soul Mate) It's like you're going for a walk with wizards, 

spirits, and vagabonds on an endless road. There's a broken melody in the air. Two 
female voices mix to produce a haunting yet enchanting rendition of a familiar journey.

T  10:00 - 12:15  Kan'Nal  (Main Stage)  Kan'Nal takes the stage for their 6th annual 

Dreamtime explosion. All the energy, rhythm, magic, fire, and body shaking music you 
have come to love! If you haven't experienced Kan'Nal, don't think about it … be there!! 
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Saturday Way Late 
T   12:00 - 1:00  Ahlunama (Soul Mate)  Live Organic Electronica! Drums, Percussion, 

Bass, Synths, and Ab-Live provide a journey into another dimension through Song and 
Dance. Ahlunama will be mixing Breaks with Trance, with a little Drum and Bass.

T  12:00 - 1:30  Buddha Bomb  (eLucid Dreams)  Form meets formlessness through the 

rhythm of lucidity.

o  12:15 - 12:45  Dreamtime Ecovillage Presentation  (Main Stage) 

o  12:45 - 1:00  Liquid Fire Mantra  (Main Stage) 

T  1:00 - 2:45  Didj-Beat   (Main Stage)  From Austrialia, Didj-Beat offers contemporary 

music based around didgeridoo rhythms, drums, percussion, bass, and synth with 
aboriginal vocals. 

T  1:30 - 3:00  Adem Joel   (eLucid Dreams)  Pumping it with tribal breaks and beats for 

the discerning dancer.

T  1:45 - 2:45  Organik Time Machine   (Soul Mate)  A genre blending band from Ashland 

Oregon mixing funk hip hop reggae jazz and even bluegrass with their unique blend of 
Electronica inspired beats and melodies.  

T  2:45 - 4:00  Osiris Indriya  (Main Stage)  An Iboga Records DJ, Osiris masterfully DJs 

progressive to psytrance through hard techno and breaks. 

o  3:00  Fire Jam (Soul Mate)  Fire dancers get together to share your talents.  Bring 

your own fuel and safety gear.  Dancing in specified area ONLY.  Check in wih fire-dance 
coordinator when you arrive.  Led by Lauraleigh.

T  3:00 - 4:30  LYNX vs Mechanic  (eLucid Dreams)  Trip Hop, Downtempo, and live 

Folktronica.

T  3:15 - 4:00  Octopus Nebula  (Soul Mate)  An instrumental, chocolate friendly 

experience of ambient space rock.

T  4:30 - 6:00  GyPsy  (eLucid Dreams)  Seriously good Psytrance.

T  VJ Videolicious  (Main Stage)  Blending nature and technology, space and oceanic 

seascapes, 3D animation and visionary landscapes, Videolicious dances visual delights to 
the musical rhythms of creation.

T  VJ Photosynthetic  (Main Stage)  A magical trip created live of fused video and 

generated imagery thats enlightening inspirational mystical and earth conscious.



Sunday, July 22
Sunday AM
L  5:45  6:00 Sephiroth Dance Sunrise Ceremony  (Main Stage)  Performance troop 

inspired by the world wisdom traditions, weaving middle eastern dance, yoga, 
indigenous dance forms, and modern dance.

T  6:00 - 9:00 e.l.f. Moon  (eLucid Dreams)  DJs e.l.f. Arrow and Solomoon join to guide 

you through your dreams on the sunrise path to enLIGHTenment.

X  8:00 - 9:30  Dynamic Meditation  (Soaring Angel)  Dynamic meditation includes 

intense breathing, emotional catharsis, dancing and Kundalini engagement towards an 
intensely energetic state, after which the stillness and awareness can ensue naturally.  
Led by Kirill Kireyev.

X  8:00 - 9:45  The Inevitable Ecstacy  (Inner Peace)  The principles of Tantric 

philosophy, a powerful paradaigm shift which frees us from cultural hypnosis.  We will 
embody these principles in the practice of yoga postures.  Led by Anthony Bogart.

X  8:00 - 9:30  Yog-Intuition  (Medicine Weaver)  Practice moving inward, flowing 

intuitively with body and breath.  Look beneath the veil, selflessly smiling Self, it is 
happening NOW.  Led by Jedi Pennell.

X 8:00 - 10:00 Discover Naam Yoga: The Key to Opening the Heart and Awaking Divine 
Consciousness (Main Stage) Naam Yoga is a unique merging and refining of the world's 

most powerful esoteric traditions; the crowning yoga practices of the East with the 
unparelleled esoteric tradition of the West, which is Universal Kabbalah. Naam Yoga is 
the return to One. Led by Adi. 

X  9:00 - 10:30  Writing Memoir  (Oracle)  Through a series of activities, participants 

will explore memoir as a form that can educate, entertain, and change lives.  We will 
write one memoir during the two-day workshop, and  share and receive feedback from 
our peers.  Led by Leane Perius.  

X  9:45 - 11:15   Yoga through the Practice of Presence  (Spirit Basin)  Bring your yoga 

mat as we experience the practice of presence through an all levels Vinyasa Flow 
infused with live musical accompaniment of sacred sound and mantra by Scott Medina.  
Led by Jill Clements.

X  9:45 - 10:45  Meridian Balancing  (Medicine Weaver)  Easy meridian balancing for 

common ailments:  headache, back pain, and other imbalances.  No needles, fast 
techniques stream lined for the public to use at home daily.  Led by Gina Green.

X  9:45 - 10:45  Choosing Bliss:  Meditation and Awareness  (Soaring Angel)  We will 

address how to obtain a clear and present mind through the continued practice of 
conscious choice and action.  We can begin to understand how much control we have 
over a life potentially filled with unlimited bliss.  Led by Jeremy Wolf.



X  10:00 - 10:45  Laughter Yoga  (Inner Peace)  Combination of breathing, mild 

streches, and exercises to encourage laughing, for no reason, as kids do.  Led by 
Bernard Heideman.

X  10:00 - 11:30  Living Off-Grid  (Empowerment Channel)  Hands on demonstrations 

for utility-free living.  Components to take a home off grid, water collection, mulching 
toilets, alternative energy and growing food.  Led by James Torgersen.

L  10:30 - 1:00  Gypsie Nation   (Main Stage)  Offered as medicine, the Gypsie Nation 

dances are freestyle participatory dance rituals intended to bring personal and 
collective healing, and to honor the ancestral spirits and the Earth. Supported by an 
exotic tapestry of ancient and modern world music, their dances are spirited, dynamic 
and powerful.  Special guest: Buddhabomb. 

X  10:45 - 12:45  Owning your Divinity  (Oracle)  Trance-forming Body and Being through 

reclaiming the Personal Powers of Divine Integrity and Response-ability.  We will explore 
the dynamics of internal and external relationships in the context of 
creation/manifestation.  Led by Tasi.

X  11:00 - 12:00  Transformation and Visualization  (Soaring Angel) Through live music 

and guided meditation, we will take a journey using visualization and manifestation to 
heal.  Led by Scott Liess.

X  11:00 - 1:00  Dances of Universal Peace (Inner Peace)  Circle dances with folk dance 

and sacred elements.  The combination of singing and moving together brings the group 
to presence.  Led by Bernie Heideman.

X  11:00 - 12:00  Living Language! (Medicine Weaver)  Giving participants tools to 

access their native genius, the door is flung open on a life that so fills our senses, that 
we will never be the same.  Led by Call Winn.

X  11:00 -  1:00  Didgeridoo Class  (Boom Hollow)  Teaching basics and advanced 

didjeridoo playing, contemporary and traditional.  Includes rhythms, circular breathing, 
techniques and exercises.  Led by Quinto Calarco.

X  11:30 - 12:30  The Art and Ease of Making Wheatgrass Juice   (Spirit Basin)  Join us 

around the round table as we hand press wheatgrass juice for immediate 
consumption...experience first hand what many call "nature's finest medicine".  Led by 
Jack Reed.

Sunday PM
X  12:15 - 1:15  A Star Is Born! (Medicine Weaver)  Each of us has an authentic, perfect 

self that waits in the wings while we live a false existence. This workshop gives the 
simple steps that ancients have revealed to us to align ourselves with the most perfect 
possible life, to live by inspiration, to live a great life.  Led by Cal Winn.

Sunday AM continued … 



X  12:45 - 2:45  The I AM Presence Explored  (Spirit Basin)  Explore the interplay 

between our personalities and the I AM presence of Source that resides within each of 
us.  We will use the sandtray as a means to listen to the message spoken to us by the 
Impersonal Self.  Come, if your Divine heart-fire beckons to be heard.  Led by Layah 
Bachs McLean.

X  1:00 - 5:00  Collaborative Art  (Oracle)  Learn how to work with the arts in more 

than one medium at the same time.  This will expand on how to use hybrid forms in 
individual expression as well as in collaborative work.  Led by Brooke Hart.

X  1:15 - 3:15  Triadic Communication  (Inner Peace)  A step towards an evolutionary 

community in which all parts have equal voice.  Do we know what it is like to recognize 
ourselves not only as an individual, but as part of a collective?  Triadic communication 
addresses these possibilities.  Led by Singing Cave.

T  1:30 - 2:30  Tuatha  (Main Stage)  World Groove with a trance dance attitude.

X  1:30 - 4:00  Intro to the Galactic Council  (Medicine Weaver)  Come with an open 

mind, and discover deeper threads in the human story.  Understand the complexities of 
Galactic politics, planetary evolution, and the fantastic potential we have in 
approaching our Galactic Solstice.  Led by Adam Apollo.

o  2:30 - 3:30  Hug Parade  (Cuddle Canopy)  Let's tour the festival giving hugs!  

Shouldn't Dreamtime really be Hugtime?

X  2:45 - 4:45   Ritual En Masse  (Soaring Angel)  Learn to turn intentions into practical 

magical acts of creation within large gatherings.  Simple ritual visioning, creation and 
performance.  We will explore aspects of ritual theater as a vehicle to focused 
manifestation of the sacred within the minds and hearts of many.  All spiritual paths are 
invited.  Led by Osiris Indriya.

L  3:00 - 5:00  Maya Cosmo Vision  (Spirit Basin)  Guided meditation. Led by Mayan 

shaman AumRak.

T  3:00 - 3:45  Open Mic  (Soul Mate)

o  3:00 - 4:00  Afternoon Tea  (Cuddle Canopy)  Every afternoon the Cuddle Canopy will 

be offering tea and sweets and possibly hosting a guest artist.  Come relax and enjoy!

T  3:00 - 4:00  Lilli Lewis  (Main Stage)  Lewis is a soul singer with the heart of a spirit 

warrior. Whether its the poignant intimacy of a solo set, or a rock the house high energy 
full band show, Lilli's jazz, soul, folk and blues blend stirs every emotion under the 
stars. 

Sunday PM continued …  



Sunday PM continued …  

o  3:30 - 5:30  Angel Walk  (Inner Peace)  Come walk between, become one with and 

become one of the angels.  Give, receive and experience love, joy and light.
 

X  4:15 - 6:15  Indian Raga Singing  (Medicine Weaver)  Come immerse yourself in the 

depths of sacred tone.  Using a tambora drone, our voices, and healing work  we will 
explore some Indian ragas, and then plunge into a freeform style of group singing.  
Drummers, dancers, and other instrumentalists welcome!  Led by Singing Cave.

T 5:00 - 5:45 Jennifer Freidman  (Soul Mate) Acoustic folk using a combination of 

vocals, guitar, and drumming to perform original chants and songs dedicated to 
reclaiming the divine Feminine.  

X  5:00 - 7:00  American Tribal Style Belly Dance  (Soaring Angel)   Breakdown of basic 

American-Tribal style belly dance moves, then putting these moves into combinations.  
Led by Carri Arata.

T  5:15 - 6:30  Beth Preston   (Main Stage)  Folk-rock/reggae/blues. Beth lives in San 

Diego and has happened upon the Dreamtime family in quite a syncronistic way.  She has 
just finished her cd, “Inside Fire” which can be purchased in the “Soul Mate Bar and 
Lounge.”

X  5:15 - 6:30  Intro to Swedish Massage 101  (Spirit Basin)  Massage 101 will teach basic 

Sweedish Massage techniques. The novice healer will learn to provide their partner a 
more relaxing experience while they expend substantially less energy.  Led by Buz 
Lighthning. 

X  5:15 - 6:45  Harmonic Overtones:  Vocal from around the World  (Oracle)  Learn 

throatsinging, overtones, and multitonal vocal to increase awareness of inner and outer 
vibrational fields.  Led by Jampa.

o 5:45 - 6:10 Mandala Heart Closing (Heart Center) Join us as we close the heart center 

of the Dreamtime. 

T  6:15 - 7:00  The Upful Way  (Soul Mate)  Good old fashion freedom, with vocal 

improv, violin, drums, and bass.

 X  6:30 - 7:30  Meridian Balancing  (Medicine Weaver)  Easy meridian balancing for 

common ailments:  headache, back pain, and other imbalances.  No needles, fast 
techniques stream lined for the public to use at home daily.  Led by Gina Green.



T  7:00 - 8:00  Turiya  (Main Stage)  Sacred groove music inspired by the divine and 

the present moment.   

T  7:30 - 8:15  6 Degrees of Johnny Cash  (Soul Mate)  Homage to Johnny Cash.  

L  8:15 - 8:45  Closing Ceremony  (Main Stage) Led by Aum Rak, musical accompaniment 

by Cheri Shanti.

T  8:45 - 9:30 Johannes  (Soul Mate)  Johannes fills the stage with intricate whisperings 

as he shows of his highly developed skills as a classical guitarist and songwriter. He will 
entrance you with his gentle yet direct presence. 

T  9:00 - 10:15  The Flying Desert Brigade  (Main Stage)  A troupe of 13 performance 

artists joined to entertain, inspire and captivate. Through live music and movement, 
they seek to create an environment that encourages self-expression and evokes the 
healing joy of creativity within each of us. 

X 9:30 - 12:30 Free Biomat Sessions (Soul Mate) Come experience the power of far 

infrared rays, negative ions, and amethyst crystals as you lay on the Biomat and 
experience bliss, joy, and true health. If you are a massage therapist, check it out! 

T  10:00 - 10:45  Archangel Rainbow Michael  (Soul Mate)  A blend of vibrational 

instruments used to infuse your consciousness with color codes of light and the 
Geometries of the Divine Crystal singing bowls, didgeridoo, flutes, shakers, and Love 
from the Highest. 

T  11:00 - 12:30  One Eyed Jack  (Main Stage)  Psychedelic Rock Jam band whose live 

shows resemble the Grateful Dead, Allman Brothers, and SCI. 

T  11:15 - 12:00  Prometheus io and Nick Baker  (Soul Mate)  Big purple mountains, ocean 

scenes, and rolling thoughts of a mind searching for the sun combined with the island 
spirit of Mr. Baker, in search of Pangea communicated through percussion. 

Sunday Way Late
T  1:00 - 2:00   Michael Garfield  (Soul Mate)  Somewhere between the whirling 

ecstatics of festival culture and the mad scientists of solo guitar, there is Michael 
Garfield. A firestorm of thumping strings, cascades of live sampling and delays, and a 
slow-burning broken-wing crooning. 

L  2:30 - 4:00  Half Moon Ceremony with Tasi  (Soul Mate)  As we move into the 2nd 

quarter of the moon's cycle, come be a part of a ceremonial prayer-formance with Tasi 
and many friends of the Soul Mate Bar. There will be vibrational toning, hypnotic 
instrumentalism, and a unique blend of the talents brought by different musicians. "If I 
speak with the tongues of Angels, but have not love, it profits me nothing." - Tasi

Sunday PM continued …  
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The Dream Team

Eli Wolcott and Jennifer Baccellieri - Directors.  
Tasi - Assistant Event Producer

Iris Laging - Office Manager
Sanjna - Administrative Assistant

Katie Rosenthal - Volunteer Coordinator 
Aaron Jerad - Performance and Stage Manager

Zoe Clare - Soul Mate' Bar Manager 
Kamikaze - Site Crew & Emergency Response Manager

Kristy Stankiewicz - Workshop Coordinator
Jennifer Jespersen - Marketing Coordinator

Jan Joubert - VJ and Video Production
Tyler and Shirley - Our amazing chefs

Grant Hicks - Our intergalactic love clown and Co-Pilot 
Lisa Micklin and Jopa - Webmasters

Niko Balustra - Site Crew Lead
Sean Stews (Robin) - Box Office Manager

Kat Lieneman - Mamma cat and nutritional chef
Makaya Grandstaff- Promotions

A-star - Site crew and Master Weldress 

A huge, HUGE thank you

to our amazing Dream Team, a mix of interns and staff 
who helped Dreamtime to powerfully expand the 

container this year.  

And to all the volunteers, performers, workshop 
leaders, expo booths, theme camps, and artists 

who enriched our event with your gifts and 
service and to ALL the participants who joined us 

and made it possible.  



Guayaki –Keeping us supercharged in 

fulfilling our wildest dreams, Guayaki is a loyal 
Mate' sponsor that makes the Soul Mate' Bar a 
grand possibility! 
www.guayaki.com

Endangered Species 
Chocolate – Donating the best chocolate 

with a cause! Try the delicious flavors - Milk 
Cherry, Milk Almond, Milk Praline Pecan, and 
Dark Chocolate!
www.chocolatebar.com

High Country Kombucha – 
Offering a sweet manchurian mushroom 
fermented drink that offers a pleasant buzz!
www.hckombu.com

Organic Valley – Donating organic soy 

and dairy milk to the Mate' Latte. The best dairy 
out there. 
http://organicvalley.coop 

Zola Acai - The world’s first Antioxidant Power 

Juice. We give you health, energy and taste in Amazon-
sized quantities. Zola Acai is donating Acai juice.
www.zolaacai.com 

Herbs and Arts in Denver – Contributing 
generously to the Fairie Elixer drinks! 
www.herbsandarts.net
Madhava Agave – Giving us the perfect sweet 
from cactus without the side effects of white 
sugar. 
www.madhavahoney.com
Annie's Naturals – Thanks for the salad dressing 
for backstage!
www.consorzio.com
Sun Flour Baking Company – For some cookies!
www.sunflourbaking.com
And to Nexus magazine, Colorado's Holistic 
Journal, for getting the word out!
http://nexuspub.com/

Thanks to
our sponsors

For contributing to our 
Mate' bar fundraiser!




